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CENTRAL INFORMATION COMMISSION (Room No.313, CIC Bhawan, Baba Gangnath Marg, Munirka, New Delhi-110067)



Before Prof. M. Sridhar Acharyulu (Madabhushi Sridhar), CIC CIC/NAIND/C/2017/605263 Navdeep Gupta v. PIO, National Archives of India Order Sheet: RTI filed on 14.07.2017, CPIO reply - Nil, FAO -Nil, Second appeal filed on 21.09.2017, Hearing on 10.04.2018; Proceedings on 10.04.2018: Complainant absent, Public Authority represented by Dr. Keshab Chandra Jena, NAI and Mr. Udey Shankar, NAI at CIC; Date of Decision–11.05.2018: Directions issued and posted to 18.06.2018 at 2:30 PM.



INTERIM ORDER 1.



The complainant sought information relating to death of former Prime



Minister Late Shri Lal Bahadur Shastri through two points: “1. If dead body of Late Prime Minister was brought to India or was he cremated there in Russia? 2. In case his body was brought to India, please supply me certified copy of postmortem conducted on his body”. The Home Ministry has forwarded this RTI request to the National Archives of India on 05.08.2017. The NAI could not give any information as they had no answers to these questions in their records. Since no information was received in 30 days, applicant filed complaint against deemed refusal, before the Commission. 2.



The CPIO of National Archives of India stated that they had no specific



information about this in their files, and that this RTI was first filed with Ministry of Home Affairs and then it was transferred to National Archives of India. The officer submitted that as late Lal Bahadur Shastri died in Tashkent, the information sought might be with the Ministry of External Affairs or Indian Embassy in Russia or Ministry of Home or some other authority. They said that they have again checked their records and database, which yielded no results. The CPIO stated that except information of some news clippings they do not have any authentic document on Late PM’s death or post-mortem.
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3.



The Ministry of Home Affairs should have examined if any information



could be given before passing it off to National Archives of India or should have transferred the RTI request also tothe Ministry of External Affairs must have some information or the Indian Embassy in Russia or Russian Embassy in India should have information. 4.



The answer to first question was generally available in public domain and



news magazines, which revealed that the body of Lal Bahadur Shastri was brought from Tashkent and was cremated in India.



Second question is also



unofficially answered that no post mortem was conducted on his body. Though the questions raised by complainant appear simple which could be answered either in ‘yes’ or ‘no’, the real purport of the RTI request is to know about the mysterious death of India’s second Prime Minister late Lal Bahadur Shastri. Several doubts were raised by family members of Shastri, eminent writers and journalists continuously since the death to recent times. Former British High Commissioner and veteran Journalist Mr Kuldip Nayar’s book Beyond The Lines (Nayar, Kuldip, Beyond The Lines, Lotus Collection, Roli Books, page nos. 198 to 202)



(https://www.outlookindia.com/magazine/story/the-night-shastri-died-and-other-



stories/281456) contains a detailed account of the incident, as the writer was



present in Tashkent as PM’s media advisor. The BBC Journalist Mr. Soutik Biswas, referred to Mr. Kuldip Nayar in his out-of-print book “India, the Critical years” and



wrote



in



his



August



2009



blog



(http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/thereporters/soutikbiswas/2009/08). The write up of Mr. Anoop Bose, Advocate, Supreme Court of India, in Law Z magazine dated 7.12.2016



also



offers



many



interesting



facts



about



the



incident



(http://lawzmag.com/2016/12/07/the-tragic-death-of-lal-bahadur-shastri-andthe-mystifying-netaji-subhas-chandra-bose-angle/).



He



gave



certain



details



saying that the mystery about Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose has something to do with sudden death of Lal Bahadur Shastri. The doubts raised by Mr. Sidharth Nath Singh, the late prime minister's grandson and a senior member of Bharatiya Janata Party were critically analyzed by Mr. Soutik Biswas. He also highlighted the demand of Late Prime Minister’s Shastri’s son Mr. Anil Shastri for probe into circumstances



leading



to



his



father’s 2
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death.(https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/Lal-Bahadur-Shastris-death-was-notnatural-claims-his-family/articleshow/49116369.cms).



All



these



factors



increase



curiosity about the mystery. 5.



In



an



earlier



decision



of



CIC



(CIC/WB/A/2009/



000942



&



CIC/WB/C/2010/000274-SM) dated 22 June 2011 in Mr Anuj Dhar’s RTI second appeal, the authorities, Rashtrapathi Bhavan, PMO, Ministry of External Affairs and Ministry Home Affairs pleaded that certain papers about Lal Bahadur Shastri’s death were classified and hence denied. The CIC while justifying the denial by MEA of one-page-document, which was classified, but said: “we do not see any reason why these 11 pages cannot be disclosed after deleting the lone sentence with the reference to the Mukti Bahini. We direct the CPIO of the Cabinet Secretariat to disclose these pages to the Appellant within 10 working days from the receipt of this



order, after making the necessary deletion as



above” (https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1148146/). Senior Journalist Mr. Anuj Dhar revealed some more relevant points regarding the death of Shastri, which are available at the links https://www.dailyo.in/politics/lal-bahadur-shastri-son-anilshastri-west-bengal-netaji-files-subhas-chandra-bose-mamata-banerjee-moscow-tnkaul-kgb/story/1/6462.html



andhttps://www.dailyo.in/politics/lal-bahadur-shastri-



tashkent-kgb-russia-rti-congress-pmo-mea-tn-kaul/story/1/8393.html).



In



these



articles, inter alia, he posed four questions: a) The KGB suspected poisoning, b) Shastri’s relatives see a needle of suspicion pointing towards an insider’s hand, c) rejection of family member’s demand to conduct post mortem on his body, and d)



earlier



RTI



responses



saying



that



there



were



no



records.



(https://www.dailyo.in/politics/lal-bahadur-shastri-tashkent-kgb-russia-rticongress-pmo-mea-tn-kaul/story/1/8393.html)



6. The news magazine Outlook published an article by Mr. Saba Naqui on 16th July 2012, “National History: Shastri’s Death: Tashkent Whodunit: An Enduring Tale”, referred to another important aspect among other things, that “all records of the post-emergency Raj Narain inquiry committee report on death of Shastri, have vanished; there is not a trace even in Parliament’s exalted library”. It was stated: “Particularly as the first inquiry was conducted only after the Emergency 3
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when the Janata government was in power. Called the Raj Narain Inquiry, it never came up with any conclusions but began the process. However, no record of this can be found in the Parliament library—by itself not a sinister event as lots of vital documents have disappeared often due to carelessness. But there is an even more curious series of events linked to the inquiry. Two witnesses were scheduled to depose before this parliamentary body in 1977. One was R.N. Chugh, Shastri’s doctor who accompanied him to Tashkent. The second was Ram Nath, his personal servant, who was also present on the day of his death. Chugh was travelling to Delhi by road to testify before the committee and was hit by a truck and died. Ram Nath came to Delhi and visited Shastri’s widow before the deposition. According to family members, he told her, “Bahut din ka bojh tha, amma. Aaj sab bata denge (I have been carrying this burden too long. I will shed it today).” Ram Nath left the 1, Motilal Nehru, residence to make his way to Parliament. He was hit by a moving vehicle, his legs crushed (eventually amputated)



and



he



lost



his



memory”.



(https://www.outlookindia.com/



magazine/story/tashkent-whodunit-an-enduring-tale/281537. In view of such incidents reported in media, the absence of record about Raj Narain inquiry commission that probed into the circumstances leading to death of our late Prime Minister, if true, assumes importance. Whether Raj Narain inquiry reached any conclusion, if so where is the record? This has to be clarified by Ministry of Home Affairs, because commission of inquiry into such affairs would form part of its activity. Mr Saba Naqui expressed surprise that even the library of Rajya Sabha does not have it. 7.



The Right to information is now a fundamental right, being an intrinsic part of



Article 19(1)(a) of Indian Constitution, which says.



“Article 19. Protection of



certain rights regarding freedom of speech etc(a) to freedom of speech and expression”. 8.



Not being an absolute right, there are limitations on the grounds listed



under Article 19(2) which are also reflected in the restrictions on right to information under Section 8(1) of RTI Act. Article 19(2) says:



4
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(2) Nothing in sub clause (a) of clause (1) shall affect the operation of any existing law, or prevent the State from making any law, in so far as such law imposes reasonable restrictions on the exercise of the right conferred by the said sub clause in the interests of the sovereignty and integrity of India, the security of the State, friendly relations with foreign States, public order, decency or morality or in relation to contempt of court, defamation or incitement to an offence. 9. Similarly Section 8(1)(a) of the Right to Information Act, 2005 prescribed exemptions to RTI: 8 (1) Notwithstanding anything contained in this Act, there shall be no obligation to give any citizen,— (a) information, disclosure of which would prejudicially affect the sovereignty and integrity of India, the security, strategic, scientific or economic interests of the State, relation with foreign State or lead to incitement of an offence; 10.



There are several judicial precedents before and after passing of Right to



Information Act 2005 holding that RTI is intrinsic part of Freedom of Speech and Expression under Article 19(1)(a). This RTI request is an effort of a citizen to know information regarding the ‘truth’ behind the death of Lal Bahadur Shastri that cannot be brushed aside. 11.



While representing, the CPIO of the National Archives of India, and other



officer claimed that they were not liable in this complaint because they have no possession of the record as the concerned public authorities such as PMO, MEA and MHA did not share any with them. It is necessary to examine whether information was available with any public authority, and if so whether that could be disclosed under RTI Act, or will that attract any restriction under Section 8 or 9. Directions: 12.



In view of the above, the Commission directs the CPIOs of the PMO, the



Ministry



of



Home



Affairs



or



Ministry



of



External



Affairs



to



provide



information/documents about the referred subject to the applicantincluding those 11 pages which were directed earlier by the CIC in above referred case, which are not hit by any exception under Section 8(1) of RTI Act. In case the CPIOs of 5
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PMO, MEA and MHA consider that any record of part of it was hit by Section 8(1)(a) or any other clause on the ground that were classified, they are required to explain the same and as per section 18(4) of the RTI Act, they are directed to produce in sealed cover the relevant record or part thereof for the examination by the Commission to decide the question of disclosability of the information sought. If any document is claimed to have been classified they have to inform the period of withholding of such information because of such classification, when it will be accessible, or is there any possibility of declassification of records as demanded by eminent citizens and family members of Lal Bahadur Sastri, etc. The Commission considers that these offices especially that of MHA require to make a fresh effort to trace the details about Raj Narain inquiry report or related documents and tell the nation what was inquired and found. These offices are also required to explain whether they have transferred or transferring any records relating to the death of Lal Bahadur Shastri to the National Archives of India facilitating access to public in general and to requesters in particular, under RTI Act. 13.



As per Section 4(1)(b) clause (iv), the public authority is under an



obligation to disclose on its own “a statement of the categories of documents that are held by it or under its control”. The Commission directs the PMO, MEA and MHA to publish the statement of categories of documents regarding the death of Late Shri Lal Bahadur Shastri that are available with them. 14.



The Commission recommends the CPIO of Parliament Secretariat to search



in their librarywhether any records regarding the Raj Narain inquiry commission could be retrieved? If they discover any, they are required to share with the appellant, and the National Archives of India.



15.



The Commission directs the CPIO of NAI to explain their efforts to secure



records from different public authorities on this subject.
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16.



The public authorities referred above have a constitutional duty to inform



and the people have legitimate expectation to know the truth behind the death of their beloved leader. More so, it is the primary responsibility of the PMO to inform the people what happened to Late Lal Bahadur Shastri, who once was its head.



17.



The CPIOs are required to present their written/oral submissions on June



18, 2018. All responses shall reach by that date. The case is posted to 18th June, 2018 at 2.30 noon.



SD/(M. Sridhar Acharyulu) Central Information Commissioner
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